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A PLAN FOR THE BIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION
OF THE WATER AREAS OF 0 TARIO

During the past two years a considerable amount of
attention has been given to the organization within the
Department of Biology of the University of Toronto of a
research branch to be devoted to the investigation of the
water areas of Ontario with reference to existing biological
conditions and economic problems. It has been proposed
to carry on the work of this branch under the title" Ontario
Fisheries Research Laboratory" , some distinction being
necessary to indicate its scope and outlook, as also to draw
a line of demarcation between this and other interests of
the Department, and being especially advisable in view of
the work now conducted in marine biology. Moreover a
special name is advisable in order to establish a basis for
the better classification of publications which in this instance
may be expected to appeal for the most part to those in-
terested in general limnology or in conservation and fishery
problems. Apart from the provision of apparatus and equip-
ment the initial step in the formation of the new organization
was the appointment of Professor jW. A. Clemens as Limno-
biologist, an arrangement which renders possible full time
service and supervision of field operations at any part of
the year, and also provides for continuous investigation of
the collected material and data. The first reports of a
technical nature are now in course of publication. They
refer principally to some special fisheries work on Lake Erie,
but will be followed by a series of papers dealing with Lake
Nipigon. The latter will be in a sense the products of the
first field party, consisting of Professor Clemens and other
members of the university and museum staffs who spent
the greater part of the summer of 1921 in practical operations
on the lake.

The study of the scientific aspects of fishery questions
is one for which the University Biological Laboratory is
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especially fitted. Its position as part of the provincial
educational system identifies its interest in matters touching
the natural resources with that of the province at large.
Nearly thirty years ago the desirability of a systematic
biological survey of the provincial waters was urged by
Professor Ramsay Wright (,92), and in the interval the need
of a thorough investigation of the factors underlying the
distribution of aquatic organisms has become increasingly
evident. Neither individual efforts nor the collective par-
ticipation of members of the university staff in the work of
the Georgian Bay Biological Station, which was maintained
for some years in that region, led to the consideration of
any measures upon which the hope of a continuous if not
permanent organization for the biological investigation of
provincial waters could be based. That the latter now ap-
pears within the range of possibility is therefore a matter of
some satisfaction.

The following pages are devoted to a general discussion
of the proposed line of investigation. This is mainly a
matter of the relation of limnology at large to local conditions
as represented by the waters of the Province of Ontario,
with particular reference to general and economic problems.
The principal topics considered are (a) the relation of the
proposed investigation to the practical and administrative
aspects of conservation, (b) the foundations of limnology,
(c) the extent of the local fish fauna, and (d) the chief physical
features of the provincial water areas, including, first, the
provincial portions of the Great Lakes and, second, the land-
enclosed areas, from the point of view of their limnological
study and the nature of economic questions. Except in
the case of the fishes, which occupy a central position in
respect of the economic outlook, no reference will be made
to particular groups of organisms.

The distinction often made between theoretical and
applied or economic considerations is generally recognized
as purely a matter of convenience in description. Its value,
if any, consists in denoting the purpose or outlook implied.
There is, however, a relation between investigation of an
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economic kind or purpose and practical or administrative
measures. In Canada, as elsewhere, various questions,
partly of revenue, partly of control of exploitation of natural
resources, wastefulness and many other matters having to
do with natural wealth, gave rise long ago to regulative
measures, and more recently to a public movement in the
direction of conservation. More intricate perhaps than in
other ·fields, because of the elusiveness of wild life and the
obscure factors upon which its success depends, the problems
of conservation as applied to living organisms were early
recognized as involving scientific knowledge of an exact
kind. On the other hand, the desire to arrive at what would
usually be considered expert information has, in a great
many instances, painfully evident in the literature of con-
servation, given rise to confusion as to the extent and method
of its application, resulting in the concealment of many
sound practical ideas in a mass of information relating to
general natural history. Measures of conservation as applied
to the fisheries, including under the term also regulatory
legislation, which has or ought to have a similar effect,
consist broadly in striking a reasonable balance between
forces of utilization and those of natural and articifial re-
placement. In this process the administrative function is the
first necessity; technical practice, as, for example, fish
breeding and economic industrial processes, is next in order
of urgency, while scientific investigation is accessory or
contributory. Its value consists in the analysis of all factors
physical, chemical and biological, and in drawing attention
to particular factors the neglect of which may result in
ineffective practice or futile legislation.

The early development of fresh water biology in Europe,
in many respects the foundation of similar work in America,
established first of all the identity and distribution of the
various species of aquatic organisms, and, second, the asso-
ciation of these organisms with environmental conditions;
to a certain extent also it carried out the classification of
these conditions on the basis of their mutual associations.
After nearly one hundred years of individual, and for the



most part isolated, effort on the part of early biologists,
among whom will be found some whose names are foremost
in the records of biological science, it gave rise, mainly
through the efforts of Forel, Apstein, Zacharias, Zschokke
and others, to an attempt at correlation of limnological results,
best expressed by Zacharias ('91) and his co-workers in
their compilation dealing with the fauna and flora of fresh
water. The extensions of this earlier work not only resulted
in a more thorough enumeration of species in local European
areas, but also gave rise to the study of physical and chemical
factors, environmental communities, plankton determination,
and the formal and institutional recognition of limnology,
as best exemplified by the complete limnological study of
Lake Geneva by Forel ('92) and the establishment through
Zacharias ('93) of the Biological Station of PIon after the
pattern of the marine institution at aples.

American limnology, which naturally had a later origin,
has the same foundation and in some respects a similar
development. That it may be said to have only recently
arrived at the stage of collective recognition is due to a
variety of circumstances, including no doubt the great area
to be covered in the classificatory study of the various
groups, and the fact that the accumulation of information
bearing in one way or another upon general limnology, as,
for example, in the fisheries, natural resources in general,
conservation and the like, has been almost from the beginning
the particular interest of government bureaus, and of surveys
and commissions under state or national auspices. Though
the study of the water areas as entities, or complete physical-
biological complexes, has not yet arrived at a stage of de-
velopment commensurate with its great importance, its
recognition is at least assured. As long ago as 1887 the
principle was advocated by Professor Forbes ('87) and its
application is observable in his later work ('08) in association
with Richardson, 'Kofoid ('03) 'and others on the Illinois
river system. The same principle is exemplified in the work
of others, some of whom owe their inspiration to the example
of Professor Forbes, including that of Reighard ('94) on
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that it is one in which the Province of Ontario is vitally
interested.

While various groups of aquatic organisms are directly
or indirectly involved in questions of an economic kind, it
is obvious that the fishes are the ones chiefly concerned.
To what extent are they represented in Ontario? The
commercially recognized fishes, including the more desirable
species, lake trout, whitefish, ciscoes, tullibee, dore and
sturgeon, as well as the coarser species, pike, carp, mullets
and catfish, and the game fishes, principally speckled trout,
small and large mouthed bass and 'maskinonge, are collectively
a small, though very important part of the local fauna.
The number of fish species, fresh water and marine, occurring
in Canadian and Newfoundland waters, is stated by Hal-
kett ('13) to be 569. Evennann and Goldsborough ('07)
place the number of fresh water species occurring in Canada
as a whole at 145, representing 67 genera and 25 families.
In the first computation of the number occurring in Ontario
(Wright '92) reference is made to forty or fifty species, but
the local records were at that time very incomplete, and the
computation was doubtless based to some extent on the
earlier reference compilation of Jordan and Gilbert ('83)
later greatly extended and revised by Jordan and Evermann
('96). The most complete index of Ontario fishes is that
of Nash (,08), based partly on the foregoing compilation
checked against collections from various points in the pro-
vince. The total number is placed at 112, representing
69 genera and 26 families. Though this computation pre-
cedes some other taxonomic work, notably that of Jordan
and Evermann ('11), and though much is yet to be done in
the matter of critical diagnosis of species from individual
areas, it is probable that the number of species occurring
in Ontario is in the neighbourhood of 125. While this re-
presentation is fairly large as to species and apparently very
inclusive as to families and genera as compared with Canada
as a whole, it is probable that the number of species occurring
at anyone point is less than half the total. The number
reported by Nash ('13) for the Toronto region is 49 and
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by the writer ('15) for Georgian Bay 48. These figures
correspond fairly well to those given by Evermann and
Clark ('20) for Lake Maxinkuckee (64) and other single
areas (vol. I, p. 262).

The total extent of water area in Ontario as estimated
is in the neighbourhood of 80,000 square miles,' probably
a very conservative estimate when it is realized that a large
part of the province is as yet only superficially surveyed.
As compared with the total area of the province itself,
407,262 square miles, the submerged portion constitutes
about one fifth. This relatively large extent of water area is
accounted for in part by the provincial portion of the Great
Lakes and by the occurrence within the province of the great
Precambrian region, the rock depressions of which, left by
the glacial period, now lodge an almost continuously con-
nected series of overflow basins, ranging in size from the
smallest ponds and muskegs to lakes of considerable or even
of large size. Both geographically and from the point of
view of their different economic associations, the Great
Lakes and land-enclosed areas may best be considered
separately. The former include as provincial waters the
Canadian portions of Lakes Superior, Huron, together with
Georgian B-ay and the North Channel, St. Clair, Erie and
Ontario, a total provincial area of some 38,000 square miles
in extent, with some 1,500 or 2,000 miles of shore line forming
the land boundary of the province on its south and west
sides. The land-enclosed area, estimated at 41,385 square

"The figures reported are taken for the most part from the Atlas of Canada;
published by the Department of the Interior, Ottawa, 1906. Those contained
in the following table are from White ('05). Cf. also Map I.

Physical Data, Great Lakes

Ontario Maximum
Lake Area Length Width Drainage Depth Height

sq. mi. mi. mi. sq. mi. feet feet
Ontario ................ 7053 193 53 11,342 738 246
Erie ................... 9968 241 57 5,480 210 572
St. Clair. .............. 503 26 24 41,160 180 575
Huron ................. 22978 206 101 35,400 750 581
Superior ............... 32060 350 160 30,780 1012 602
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. rs distributed unequally over
miles, includes lakes and n,,:e ay be divided into five
a land area which. for conven~;7~:s ~efinite facies, depending
portions, each having a more I' al foundation and the

. . d bt pon the geo ogreonglllally no ou .u . hese ortions are:-
final effects of glacial action .. T I o~ that portion lying

(a) The sout~ western p~mnsu a'south end of Georgian
to the west of a line connecting the 0 t . to the west of
Bay with the north shore of L~ke t~ ar~~der agricultural
Toronto. This. porti?n compnses for ~he paucity of water
part of the provlllce, .1Snoteworthy f S'lurian and Devonian
areas, and is underlain tybstr~ta. 01so~ldeposits of consider-
age (d. Map II)* covere Yg acia . f the province
able thicknes~. .It is also et~~\h~Ob~~:t ~akes.
having the prlllc~pal fr?ntag the south of a line connecting

(b) A portlOn lylllg to. with Lake Ontario in
the southern en~ of GeOrg1a~ Bay th north shore of the
the region of Klllgston. I~ orm~ain: some characteristic
larger part of Lake Ontano, con miles) Rice (27 square
lakes, including Simcoe (300 squ~lre) is u~derlain by Cam-

. ) d S og (39 square rrn es , .miles an cug.. d is transitional in many
brian and Ordov1c1an ~trata, and d 'bed and the Pre-
ways between the portlOn alrea y escn
cambrian area to the n~rth. bri n area of relatively great

(c) The northern reca~ naH· hlands and character-
. I d' the Laurentian 19 ,. . hextent, inc u lllg. d metamorphic rocks wit;

ized by its exposed. 19~eous a:ver its surface. The larger
innumerable lakes d1stnbute,do miles) and Nipigon
lakes include ipissing (33 square
(1',730 square miles). . t ining the Lake of the

(d) A north west por tion dcor:a~lar water areas lying
iles) an S1m1 dWoods (1,851 square mi d d I ted both in aspect an

beyond the height ?f Ian La~ ~'~nipeg and other lakes
origin (Lake ~gass1z) to a fe whtch they are connec~ed,
with the dralllage system o. . ilar to the foregolllg.
though underlain by rock formatlOns S1m -

W A Parks University of
*Prepared under the supervision of Professor .' ,

Toronto.
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(e) The Hudson Bay drainage area, a region character-
ized by the broad coastal plain, and on the whole moderately
inclined river basins of the Severn, Moose and Albany
Rivers, and underlain in part with strata of Devonian age,
an area hitherto, on account of its inaccessibility, only
superficially considered in its relations to the province, but
presenting as a matter of fact some 600 miles of provincial
marine coast line.

From the point of view of limnological investigation
the Great Lakes offer almost unlimited opportunity. Except
for the identification of aquatic organisms and, at least to
some extent, their distribution, the most detailed information
concerning the lake area refers to soundings and levels,'
of importance in navigation, water supply and sewage
disposal, of interest to municipalities, and practical matters
relating to the' fisheries.i Information is desirable con-
cerning a great variety of physical factors, depth and seasonal
variation of water temperatures, suspended materials, dis-
solved substances and absorbed gases, light penetration,
substratum, as well as dynamic forces concerned in trans-
portation of materials, water currents and circulation.
Of especial importance are also environmental or ecological
associations, in respect of which there are not only great
local variations entering into the life cycle of organisms, but
also marked general contrasts between individual lakes as
complete environmental entities on a large scale. Thus
even a superficial comparison of Lake Superior with Lake
Erie in respect of their geographical position and physical
characteristics reveals contrasts of geological formation,
depth, transparency and temperature, the last-named

IAdmiralty, Dominion and United States Charts, listed Department of
Naval Service, Catalogue of Official Canadian Government Publications of Use
to Mariners, Ottawa, 1920. Cf. Report of the International Waterways Com-
mission, same reference; also Russell (,95), White ('15).

2Reports of Dominion Department of Marine and Fisheries, Department
of Naval Service, Commission of Conservation, United States Bureau of Fisheries;
O?tario Department of Game and Fisheries, Geological, Natural History and
Fish Commission publications of individual States.
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difference doubtless involving several factors in addition to
the more obvious ones of depth and maximum latitude
difference amounting to some eight degrees. Furthermore
the development of the Great Lakes is one of the most
interesting chapters of glacial history, and one which will
be found to bear very directly upon the origin and history
of the fauna and flora, especially the origin of the northern
fishes, their migrations, spawning periods, the effects of
natural barriers and of natural and articifial means of com-
munication. The study of the origin of the life of the Great
Lakes is in fact one of the most interesting of general scientific
questions.

The significance of the provincial great lake area from
the point of view of economic research is indicated both
by the extent and value of the commercial fisheries and by
the measures already adopted by the Dominion and Pro-
vincial Governments for the control of fishery operations
and of the practical means of restocking. The annual
value of the fisheries is subject to considerable variation,
and it is necessary to examine the returns over a long period
of years in order to form any real conception as to the possible
relations to one another of the number of men engaged,
gear, poundage of catch and probable supply. Taking the
year 1918 as the last one for which figures for all the pro-
vinces including Ontario are available;' it is found for this
year that the total value of the Ontario fisheries amounted
to $3,175,111. As compared with the total for Canada
of $60,250,544 this is approximately 5 per cent., a very
creditable showing when it is realized that the latter figure
includes the value of the Atlantic and Pacific marine fisheries,
among the richest in the world. In relation also to the total
for the fresh water fisheries of the Dominion, amounting
in 1918 to $6,019,005, the Province of Ontario produced
of this total an amount equal to 52.7 per cent., while the

IFisheries Statistics, 1918, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa, 1920.
Cf. also Report of the Department of Game and Fisheries, Ontario, 1918; Toronto,
1919.
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great l~k~ fishe~y of the province alone produced 44 per cent.
When It ISconsl?ered that the Great Lakes are the mainstay
of the c~merclal fishery, that this fishery has been culti-
vated assl?uously for very many years, and that it is first
to ~e c?nsl~er~d in all measures of Dominion or provincial
legislatIO~, It!S evide?t that there should be available not
only d~talled information concerning the natural occurrence,
migratIO?, growth stages and dimensions, time of maturity,
local variations of the spawning period, as well as concernin
t~e natural associations a.•~d enemies of every species 01
d~rect mar~et .value, but also full particulars of all species
directly or IndIrectly serving them as food.

The la~d-enclosed water areas, though they at least
equal, and In all probability greatly exceed the combined
are~s of the provincial portions of the Great Lakes, are so
vaned and Irregularly distributed with reference to the
topography of the ~ountry o!~erwise that they can scarcely
be tre.ated as having conditions in common. With the
exception of the Lake of the .Woods and Rainy Lake which
are boundary wate~s, the? lie wholly within the p;ovince.
The~ have a certain facies depending on their respective
rel~tIon.s to the underlying substratum and rock formation,
which In Ontario shows a marked contrast as between
Igneous and sedimentary, a contrast enhanced in every way
by ~he ex~remes of soil formation and other effects of the
glaCial period Some of the lakes as purely inland waters
:~ of large SI.Z~,notably the Lake of the 'Woods (1,851 square

ties) and NIpigon (1,730 square miles), others though much
smaller an~ nevertheless bodies of considerable magnitude,
:~h as RaIn~ Lake (324 square miles), Nipissing (330 square
f es) and SImcoe (300 square miles). Of the thousands

o smaller lakes of perhaps less than 100 square miles in
extent so h h R·th ' me sue as t e ideau waters are significant in
re e early development of the province, others are summer
1VhfIrt l~kes of lon~ standing, such as the Muskoka Lakes,
area: stIll o~hers, like Lake Timagami are newer game fish
re of which hundreds have been made accessible within

cent years through improvements of rail transportation.
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Apart from any question of the utilization of the lake areas
otherwise, as travel routes or for transportation of timber,
the economic factors concerned are chiefly two in number,
namely, in what way and to what extent are the lakes in
general capable of utilization from the point of view of
marketable fishes, and second, what restrictions must be
made, or practical means adopted, for increased utilization
of the areas for game fishing, considering the great revenue
to be derived from the presence in the province of the summer
resident and sportsman.

No limnological investigation of these collectively im-
mense areas or indeed of anyone of them has hitherto been
attempted. Unlike the Great Lakes their waters have not
been the object of hydrographic surveys even for detennina-
tion of depth. Except for ordinary geographical information,
what is known about the physical character of the inland
waters is chiefly a matter of canals and water power. Though
there have been a good many individual investigations
dealing with particular groups of plants and animals, much
more is known about the whole country from the standpoint
of the traveller and sportsman than has been arrived at
through scientific study. Every area which as a matter of
development is subject to human interference, and this
involves the extreme of conditions in areas like the Muskoka
Lakes, which are relatively of long standing occupation and
therefore of game fish depletion, as opposed to others which
with the improvement of means of ready access, always
the deciding factor, are now beginning to be occupied,
should be thoroughly known from the point of view of the
factors entering into the conditions of existence within its
limits. The limnological study of such areas, on account
of their easy transitions from ponds and puddles to lakes
of sufficient magnitude to present typical lacustrine con-
ditions, ought also to yield important data concerning the
general stages of lake formation in different situations,
and the relation to this development of the groups of aquatic
organisms.

No comparative consideration of the annual yield of
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marketable fishes coming from th I
Ontario is worthy of attention whi~h and-enclosed water? of
account the principles adhered to 'n f do:s not ~rst .take mto
~ould establish the respective ~ hrammg legislation which
interested in game fish waters d ~heres of t~e sportsman
Recognizing the Great Lakes an . e c~;nmercial fisherman.
rnercial fishing, and at least ~~~nm~n y a?apted for com-
waters as most attractive and e e 0 the ml~nd northern
game fisherman the . . I agerly appreciated by the
in Ontario of the rese%~t~: ea~~turally ?ecame. established
from commercial fishing both' protection of inland areas
tion of ordinary types of m respect of sale ~nd the opera-
principle has been unifor!~ar·su Fortunately I~ genera! ~his
and provincial legislation 1fi ppo~ted both m Dominion
was made in the case of ~h L r~t an very natural exception
waters, in part because of t~ a ~ of ~he Wood? and related
peg area of fishes of a marke~ ~~e ommance as m the Winni-
of more recent origin was mad ~ type. A second exception

d L
a e in respect of L k N"an ake Nipissing thou h . a e ipigon

areas was recogniz~d as g I~ general the inclusion of these
vision. On the whole it r!fl~I~ng ~Iose government super-
small values presented for th e 0 serva?le both from the
evidence of large sums of e c~mmercial fishes and the
by summer residents and money rought into the country
the commercial fishery is ~~frtsmen that the. element of
revenue accruing to the . y af small part m the total
land-enclosed area. province rom the existence of the

The value of the fisheries of I d
the province was, in 1918 $50385:n -en.closed waters of
to about 16 per cent of' ,. This value amounts
with 84 per cent for th Gthe total for Ontario as compared
which give a d~cI'ded ed reat Lakes. Apart from the latter

a vantage to th .
value of the fisheries of all I d-enclosed v provmce, the total
ion amounted in 1918 to aS3 "3e;c osed water~ of the Domin-
ponding part of Ontario d' 7,600, of which the corres-
pared with Manitoba's ~~ot ~~ed .only 15 per. cent. as com-
cent., while Saskatchewan na~I ution amountmg to 55 per
per cent. Furthermore of thmost equalled Ontario at 13

, e total for the land-enclosed
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areas of Ontario more than half, or $285,169was produced by
the Lake of the Woods and related waters, which, as indi-
cated above, are in a similar position to the Great Lakes as
regards the commercial fishes. Lake Nipigon accounts
for $128,647, or roughly one fourth, while the balance,
amounting to only $90,042 includes the product of Lake
Nipissing, valued at $32,294. The sum of the matter is that,
excepting some four or more of the principal lakes, the com-
mercial product for the province as regards the inland areas
is negligible; the real significanceof these areas lies elsewhere.

So far as the economic aspects of the question are con-
cerned the problems to be investigated in connection with
the growth of fishes and related matters are exactly of the
kind already outlined for the Great Lakes. But, in addition,
the existence of a body of water both isolated in relation to
other basins, and, because of its circumscribed boundaries,
more naturally accessible to the commercial methods of
fishing, gives rise to conditions which make the problem of
balance and replacement more immediate. If the Great
Lakes escaped total depletion before the advent of corrective
measures, it was because the spaces were sufficiently vast
in relation to the amount and efficiencyof the gear employed
to give the fishes most sought after some loop-hole of escape.
In an enclosed area, even the size of Lake Nipigon, and the
matter is more serious the smaller a lake becomes, it is
evident that with continued fishing with modern gear, no
large species, valuable or not, would have the least chance
for survival, if not through the exercise of moderation,
protection of small fish to sexual maturity, and practical
propagation. More than this, the maintenance of the natural
balance of all organisms is a matter of importance, whether
as between predacious species and those feeding upon lower
organisms, or as between spawn-destroying coarse fishes and
others more desirable, or as between the various species of
minnows and similar small species and the larger fishes
which depend on them for food. In fact an enclosed lake
is a small and complete world in itself. Whatever happens
in the way of modification of its living contents, practically
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in all cases a matter of human interference, the question of
the balance of all organisms, and the balance between the
poundage removed and that replaced by natural or artificial
means is all important. Doubtless the closer study of con-
ditions would also call into question the advisability of
introducing into such area species not adapted either as
young or fry to survive, or on the other hand give some
point to the introduction of other species whose presence is
desirable as marketable or game fishes or even to serve as
food for such.

Conservation of the game fishes is quite as much an
economic problem as that of the commercial fishes. That
it is not usually so recognized is perhaps on the whole a matter
of gratification, since it is evident that the protection of
game animals and the freedom of the great natural play-
grounds are principles which from the beginning have been
accepted by legislative authorities. On the other hand no
attempt has been made to determine in what respects the
invasion of the game country by the tourist and sportsman
results in improved circulation of money and prosperity to
a larger area, nor to compute what must be a very large
amount expended by the non-resident, and contributing to
the wealth of the province, if not directly to the provincial
treasury through the sale of lands and licenses. It is evident
on all hands that the matter of organizing this source of
revenue, in a certain sense of capitalizing the natural re-
sources, is one which is being seriously considered elsewhere
in America and in Ontario is well worthy of attention. In
the game fishes of Ontario we have a wide natural distri-
bution of certain species, notably speckled trout and black
bass, and also the occurrence in areas not open to commercial
fishing of species, notably lake trout and dore, which deserve
to rank as game fishes. The local abundance of these species
in the smaller lakes, from most points of view of the game
fisherman also the more desirable lakes, is a matter of funda-
mental importance, since it is the deciding factor, or, if not,
a very serious one, in establishing permanency of summer
residence. The maintenance of the supply is also immediate
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or urgent exactly in proportion as these lakes are. fre~~ent:d.
Exact information concerning the complete hf~ Is~ones
and the factors bearing upon their .success or failure IS es-
sential for every occupied area. It IS probable too that the
communication of such information to the m~re perm~nent
population would not only contribute to practical sentiment
in the matter of conservation but also demonstrate the fact
so generally neglected throughout the game country ~hat t~e
protection by the local inhabitants of the ga~e ~nImal~ IS
worth to them in money far more than their Immediate
utilization for food or sale. . . . .. .

Another question with which scientific ~nv~stIgatIOn
will ultimately have much to do is that of artificial propa-
gation. Already a hundred years ago., before the settlement
of the country was yet solidly established, the better fishes
of the Great Lakes were recognized as an important sou:ce
both of food and profit. By 1850, after a penod In which
the only restrictions upon the extent of :ap~ure were those
imposed by primitive means of commUnICatIOn.' the effects
of excess and wastefulness were already eVId~n~. N?t-

.thstanding the better organization of fishing administration
~~m Confederation onwards (d. Prince '20), by 1880 de-
pletion began to be evident in all the .Great ~ake~, and ques-
tions of replacement became of increasing .Importance.
Artificial propagation owes its incep~ion in Ont~no to Samuel
Wilmot who began private hatching operations at ~ew-
castle in 1865, and who later as a Dominion officer es~abhshed
the entire hatchery system. The development of this system
and the steady increase of the output from year to y~arl
has doubtless saved the commercial fishery of the Cana~Ian
portions of the Great Lakes from compl~t~ destructI~n.
At the present time (d. Map III) the DOmInIOn system ~n-
eludes eight hatcheries" in Ontario, the output of which
is supplemented by that of hatcheries established by the

ICf. comparative figures, Fisheries and Game, Report of the Commission
of Conservation, Canada, Ottawa, 1911.

2Cf. Annual Reports on Fish Culture, Department of Naval Se~vice,Ottawa
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Provincial Government to the number of six,' while the
general supply of the Great Lakes is enormously augmented
by the operations of various United States hatcheries under
the supervision of the Bureau of Fisheries.

Fish propagation is a technical process, the more difficult
because of its aquatic environment, and therefore demanding
not only practical ability but also organization of method.
The opportunity presented by a spawning period comes only
once a year and if lost is irretrievable. The success of a
single season's operations depends on controllable elements
of precise organization and on uncontrollable factors such
as weather, scarcity of spawners, hatchery accidents and the
like. If it were possible to effect some organization of scienti-
fic work in relation to the hatcheries, an arrangement which
would require considerable preparation, a contributory
source of information would undoubtedly result which would
be analogous in some ways to the usefulness of the agricul-
tural experiment station to the practice of agriculture.
Many sides of the hatchery question should be studied by
investigators not bound to technical practice, having free
time at the proper periods of the year, and provided with
equipment adequate to the case; in other words, experimental
hatchery work should be carried on with the same kind of
equipment as that in regular use, but with additional facili-
ties for scientific study. Bearing in mind that the object
of propagation is not simply to make the fisheries hold out a
few years longer, but to establish a balance between utilization
and replacement, if not indeed an increased output, such as
~ould be the aim of true pisciculture, it is evident that
Important sources of information are yet unavailable. The
case of the hatchery and the commercial fishery is very
much that of a mill in which the product is known but the
extent or adequacy of the supply is unknown. In order to
answer the question it will be necessary to know as nearly
as ~ay be practicable the percentage survival of fry and young
at different stages and in localities differing both immediately

'C£.Annual Reports, Department of Game and Fisheries, Ontario. Toronto.
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and seasonally in respect of their physical characters. It
will be necessary to know the true extent of depletion and
of artificial increase by corrected figures indicating the
poundage of the catch as modified by differences of the total
amount of gear and its relative efficiency. There are, how-
ever, other considerations.

The recent developments of experimental embryology
in relation to the behaviour and growth of aquatic eggs have
shown to what extent these features are modified by physical
differences in the surrounding medium, the constitution of
the medium, absorbed gases and temperature. The investi-
gation of such influences in its bearing upon the development
of the eggs of desirable species under hatchery conditions
would at least be of great scientific interest and most likely
here and there of practical value. The same is true of the
study of hybridization, the laws of which, under the influence
of the recent work in genetics, are now much more clearly
understood. In some of the fresh water fishes, notably
Salmonidae, there are varietal, racial or environmental
modifications which are almost baffling in their complexity,
and which should now be thoroughly studied from a genetic
point of view under experimental hatchery conditions.
Finally the process of re-stocking which involves in part the
utilization of young fish or fry, and to which reference has
already been made, should be critically examined. While
nominally a matter of assisting a natural replacement, the
underlying idea is naturally expanded into that of the intro-
duction into depleted waters of the same species from sup-
posedly related waters; in which case it is a question whether
the disturbance of the natural balance has not proceeded
too far to ensure survival of the introduced stock, also whether
as a matter of fact the physical conditions are similar, or if
environmental differences are at the moment of introduction
beyond the powers of adjustment of the organism. The
case is analogous when it is-a matter of the introduction
of foreign species. Artificial transfer to a hitherto un-
occupied area may overcome for the introduced species a
natural barrier, permitting it to attain a dominance over
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native species perhaps 'more desirable, or it may readily
happen that the desire to introduce a species of recognized
merit from elsewhere overcomes the obvious reflection that
the new environment is perhaps not suitable in any way,
resulting in a process not very different in principle from
liberating an infantile south sea islander on the shore of
Hudson Bay. One of the recent pronouncements on this
point is that of Evermann and Clark ('20, vol. I, p. 279).
Concerning Lake Maxinkuckee these authors state :-" Four
plants of lake trout aggregating 10,587 fish have been made
in this lake. So far as we have been able to learn there is
no evidence that any of these survived; there is no authentic
record of the capture of a lake trout in this lake. If the
physical and biological conditions obtaining in Lake Maxin-
kuckee had been as well understood before the lake trout
were planted, as they are now, those plants would not have
been made." The records of failures as well as the some-
times uninformed opposition to hatchery measures should
be equally considered and a serious attempt made to bring
together all facts and factors, practical and scientific, which
bear upon the maintenance of natural balance in every
area of economic importance.
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